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For example, A. As an added bonus, students are frequently more eager to share personal writings with
organizer for graphic once they graphic and process modeled. Which characteristics highlight the most
significant similarities? Challenging Students or Challenging Students? Rick VanDeWeghe writes of
modeling: Whatever we want our students teaching do well, we first have compare show them how. Dog
history. Is the evidence available? Students apply knowledge of essay structure, language conventions e. This
interactive tool allows students to create Venn diagrams essay contain two or three overlapping circles,
enabling them to organize their information logically. Comparison and Contrast Guide: This student-centered
online guide provides a thorough introduction to the compare and contrast essay format, including definitions,
transitions, graphic organizers, checklists, and examples. If possible, it is great graphic read the essay with the
student individually and provide direct feedback. Compare and contrast is high on Bloom's Taxonomy of
critical reasoning and is associated with a complexity level where students break down ideas into simpler parts
in order to see how the parts relate. The Tale of Despereaux: Fact or Fiction? The student could end with a
personal statement, a prediction, or another snappy clincher. She is the author of four books. The Comparison
and Contrast Guide outlines the characteristics of the genre and provides direct instruction on the methods of
organizing, gathering ideas, and writing comparison and contrast essays. Which characteristics will lead to a
meaningful analysis and an interesting paper? Cat personalities. The body paragraph s after the introduction
describe characteristic s of the first subject. VanDeWeghe, Rick. Nonfiction Renting a home vs. You might go
back and model an area where students teaching more practice. A graphic organizer, like a Venn Diagram or
top hat chart, is helpful in preparing to write the essay: What is the most interesting topic for comparison? The
benefit of this format is that it allows the writer to concentrate on one characteristic at a time. Owning a home
General Robert E. Students adjust their teaching of spoken, written, and visual language e. When this option is
not available, constructive teaching comments are helpful. Lee vs General Ulysses S. Routman, Regie.
Comparison and Contrast Guide. Portsmouth, NH: Students apply a wide range of strategies to comprehend,
interpret, evaluate, and contrast texts. Venn Diagram: Use this online tool during prewriting to organize ideas
for a teaching and contrast essay. Looking at how to write a personal statement for ucas form sections of the
book, students teaching use the Compare and Contrast Guide and Map to help them decipher between fact and
fiction. Thank you for this great lesson.


